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Abstract
This paper presents a flexible and powerful system for creating parallel corpora
and for running neural machine translation
services. Our package provides a scalable
data repository backend that offers transparent data pre-processing pipelines and
automatic alignment procedures that facilitate the compilation of extensive parallel data sets from a variety of sources.
Moreover, we develop a web-based interface that constitutes an intuitive frontend
for end-users of the platform. The whole
system can easily be distributed over virtual machines and implements a sophisticated permission system with secure connections and a flexible database for storing arbitrary metadata. Furthermore, we
also provide an interface for neural machine translation that can run as a service
on virtual machines, which also incorporates a connection to the data repository
software.
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Introduction

Parallel corpora are tremendously useful for a variety of tasks. Their natural home is the development of machine translation (MT) where datadriven approaches such as neural MT are datahungry and still most language pairs and textual domains are under-resourced. Besides MT,
there is also plenty of other work that exploits
parallel corpora for, e.g., annotation projection
(Tiedemann and Agić, 2016), representation learning (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018), word sense
disambiguation (Lefever, 2012), discovery of idiomatic expressions (Villada Moirón and Tiedemann, 2006) and automatic paraphrase detection
(Sjöblom et al., 2018). Finally, we should not
forget translation studies (Doval and Sánchez Nieto, 2019) and computer-aided language learning

(Frankenberg-Garcia, 2005) as additional application areas.
We have a long tradition in collecting and providing parallel corpora for the public use. OPUS1
has become the major hub for such data sets and
we are now in the process of developing software
that makes it easier for external collaborators to
contribute to the collection. For this purpose, we
have created the OPUS resource repository toolkit
that we introduce in this paper. The purpose of
this software package is to implement a scalable
data processing pipeline that can be accessed via
intuitive interfaces and powerful and secure APIs.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of
the repository software. The package is divided
into a distributed backend that combines storage servers, metadata databases, a cluster of preprocessing nodes, and a frontend that provides the
interface to the backend via secure HTTPS connections. More details about both parts will be
given further down.
Finally, we also implement a translation tool
that connects to the repository software. The main
purpose of that tool is to serve translation engines
that can be trained on parallel data from the repository or other sources via a clean web-interface
with options for donating data to the project. More
details are given in section 3.2.
The software itself is available as open source
from github2 and we provide a public instance
of the toolkit from http://opus-repository.
ling.helsinki.fi/. The implementation of the
online translator is also available3 and currently
we run an instance for the translation between
Scandinavian languages (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian) and Finnish.4
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the OPUS resource repository software.
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Baldwin, 2012) and CLD27 ) and robust document conversion tools such as ApacheTika8
running in server mode.

Resource Repository Backend

The backend of the resource repository is based
on software development for LetsMT! (Vasiļjevs
et al., 2012), a project within the ICT Policy
Support Programme of the European Commission.5 The basic architecture of the OPUS resource repository is the same as in the package developed in that project but the software has been
updated and extended in various ways:
• The job scheduler now uses SLURM6 for
workload management and the distribution of
jobs over connected nodes in the cluster.
• The storage servers rely on git as their default
data repository backend. Other backends are
also still supported such as SVN repositories
and plain file systems without revision control. We also support the connection to a remote git server for automatic replication and
backups of the data.
• The software has been updated to run on
Ubuntu servers with the current versions
of software libraries and tools. This update included numerous bug fixes and performance optimizations to reduce bottlenecks
and memory leaks in the backend.
• The data processing pipeline has been improved in various ways, e.g. integrating modern language identifiers (langid.py (Lui and
5

http://project.letsmt.eu
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https://slurm.schedmd.com

• The APIs have been extended with many
additional functionalities.
This includes
changes to the job control API, metadata
search and the storage API. We now also
support the creation of translation memories for better interoperability.
More
details can be found in the online documentation of the repository software at
https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/
OPUS-repository/tree/master/doc

• New sentence alignment modes have been
added, word alignment using eflomal9
(Östling and Tiedemann, 2016) has been integrated and an experimental call for setting
up interactive sentence alignment has been
added.
An important feature for the backend is scalability. The system has been designed in a modular way to ensure that additional servers can be
connected to the network to adjust for increasing
workloads. Figure 1 shows the overall picture of
the backend architecture. The main server provides the REST API that can be accessed from
the outside for the different actions and requests
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https://github.com/CLD2Owners/cld2
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to be send to the system. It also serves the metadata DB that stores the essential information for
all data records, users and permissions. The actual data sets can be distributed over several storage servers. In the basic setup, they will also be
placed on the main backend server with local git
repository on mounted file systems. Communication between all nodes in the backend and from the
frontend to the backend is done via secure HTTPS
connections with signed certificates and private
keys. The main bottleneck for the repository is
data pre-processing and alignment. For scalability
and robustness we, therefore, implement a workload manager based on SLURM that can distribute
data processing tasks to various worker clients in
the backend cluster. Those workers communicate
with the SLURM server and with the storage and
metadata servers via the repository API.
The metadata DB is based on a flexible keyvalue store using TokyoTyrant and TokyoCabinet10 . It enables fast access and complex queries
about data records and configurations. It scales
well to large numbers of data records and provides the essential functionality that we require in
a system, which will be further enhanced in the future and that requires extensive meta-information,
which is not pre-defined and strictly categorical.
The key-value store allows arbitrary data records
to be connected with any data record in the repository. It is also used to control jobs and process
configurations.
Each backend client includes the software necessary for converting and processing data including language identification, data validation, text
extraction, sentence boundary detection, tokenization and sentence alignment. The result of this
conversion process is a unified format for parallel corpora based on XCES Align for the standoff
sentence alignment and a standalone XML format
for encoding the textual documents. With this, we
follow the structure of OPUS to be immediately
compatible with that data source.
The repository software and pre-processing
pipelines received substantial improvements. The
system now runs ApacheTika servers for robust document conversion, another server for language identification based on langid.py and CLD2
and the system supports pre-processing with UDcompatible models using UDpipe (Straka and
Straková, 2017) with pre-trained models from
10

https://fallabs.com/tokyotyrant/

the universaldependencies project.11 In the basic
setup, this includes sentence boundary detection
and tokenisation but even full parsing is supported.
Alternative pre-processing tools are also available
such as the Moses tokenizers (Koehn et al., 2007)
and OpenNLP pre-processing modules.12 Additional tools may be added later on.
A final feature is the automatic word aligner
based on eflomal and pre-trained models from the
OPUS project. The system can use model priors
derived from existing OPUS data to reliably align
even the smallest document pair that arrives in the
repository. This is, however, an experimental feature and not enabled by default.
The backend provides a number of complex
APIs that control the system. Those APIs are only
accessible via verified connections. The frontend
implements the public interface that allows external users to communicate with the system. This
interface supports the essential functionality of the
system. Details will be given in the following section.

3

Interfaces

The project includes open source online interfaces for the resource repository backend13 and
for a translation system.14 Both of the interfaces
are written in Python using the Flask web framework15 and our running instances are accessible
via any common web browser. Users can register on either website and the same account may
be used to login to both of these services. Using
the translator is possible without a user account,
but gaining access to the repository requires being
logged in as a registered user.
3.1

Online repository

The online repository website is a graphical user
interface for the resource repository API. With the
API, one can upload documents, that are translations of each other, and the backend aligns them
on the sentence level. The interface enables the
use of the API without certification and command
line operations. In practice, whenever a user takes
an action on the repository website, a command
line request is sent to the API. The API sends a response, which is parsed and displayed on the web11

https://universaldependencies.org
https://opennlp.apache.org
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https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/OPUS-interface
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https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/OPUS-translator
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http://flask.pocoo.org/
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the OPUS resource repository interface.
site in an appropriate way depending on the type
of request. Anytime a web page or a part of a web
page is generated, all the data, that is presented, is
received from the API, e.g. lists of corpora, documents, jobs or users.
In order to use the interface, one must first register to the website and login. Once logged in,
users may create new corpora with metadata and
settings, which can be edited later. User groups
can also be created, and a corpus may be set to
be accessible to only a specific group. Users can
upload translated documents to a corpus, which
are then aligned in the backend. Currently, the
allowed document formats are PDF, DOC, TXT,
XML, HTML and EPUB. Multiple files may be
uploaded at once using TAR, TAR.GZ, or ZIP
archives. All uploaded documents and the resulting alignment files are browsable using the tree file
system on the interface. Figure 2 shows an example. The website also has a function to search for
public corpora and to clone them for further use.
3.2

Online translator

The current translation application runs two multilingual translation models: Finnish to Danish/Norwegian/Swedish (fi-da/no/sv) and Danish/Norwegian/Swedish to Finnish (da/no/sv-fi).
The models are trained using the Marian Neural Machine Translation framework (JunczysDowmunt et al., 2018) and they run using
the framework’s web-socket server feature. To
translate a text, a source language is first selected from two options: Finnish or Danish/Norwegian/Swedish. The source language can

also be automatically detected. Language detection is performed using pycld2 Python bindings16
for Google Chromium’s Compact Language Detector 2.17 The target language is chosen from
Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, or Swedish. Once
the source and target languages are selected and
an input text is entered, the text can be translated. If the source language is Finnish and the
target language is either Danish, Norwegian or
Swedish, the source sentence is translated with fida/no/sv model. If the source language is Danish/Norwegian/Swedish and the target language is
Finnish, da/no/sv-fi model is used. The resulting translation is represented on the web page. A
screenshot of the interface is shown in Figure 3.
The online translator includes a feature to donate more training data. There are three different
options to upload data. The first option is to upload
translation memories, which can be either TMX or
XLIFF files. The second option is to upload documents that are translations of each other and the
files must be in XML, HTML, TXT, PDF, DOC,
SRT, RTF or EPUB format. In the third option,
the user enters two URLs, which point to two web
pages that are translations of each other. When uploading translated files or entering translated web
pages, the user has an option to receive a TMX file
created from their contributed data.

4

Conclusions

This paper presents a new public resource repository for creating and managing parallel corpora
16
17
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Figure 3: A screenshot of the translator interface.
with a scalable backend and intuitive interfaces. A
translation demonstrator is also provided and the
software is released as open source.
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